
Show off the Power of IoT

IoT Dashboard.
We hook a simple IoT device up to a couple of IoT Dashboards on the 

Internet so that everybody can see what’s going on.  By John C. Shovic

phones, tablets, PCs, smart watches and 
connected TVs. There are many commer-
cial and non-commercial dashboard plat-
forms available. IBM Bluemix [2] is con-
sidered the gold standard and is the most 
complex. Other platforms include Initial-
State [3], adafruit.io [4] and Freeboard [5]. 
This tutorial focuses on a combination of 
Freeboard and Pubnub [6], which are both 
based on the MQTT protocol [7]. Bluemix 
and adafruit.io also use MQTT.

MQTT is a publish-subscribe based light 
weight messaging protocol for use on top 
of TCP/ IP, such as the WiFi packets used 
in this project. It is designed for connec-
tions with remote locations where a small 
code footprint is required or where the 
network bandwidth is limited. The pub-
lish-subscribe messaging pattern requires a 
message broker. The broker is responsible 
for distributing messages to interested cli-
ents based on the message topic.

Publish-subscribe is a pattern whereby 
senders of messages, called Publishers (in 
this case ESP8266 WiFi module [8]), don’t 
program the messages to be sent directly 
to subscribers. Instead they characterise 
message payloads into classes without the 
specific knowledge of to which subscribers 
the messages are sent. Similarly, subscrib-
ers will only receive messages that are of 
interest without identifying specific pub-
lishers.

Pubnub.com operates as the broker in 
our system and routes the published data 
to the appropriate subscribers. Mos-
quitto [9] can be used to build a broker on 
a Raspberry Pi [10].

In the last issue of Raspberry Pi Geek 
we covered a simple IoT device using 
a I2C Sunlight sensor and a Raspberry 
Pi [1]. For this project we are going to 

be hooking it up to a couple of IoT Dash-
boards on the Internet for all to see our 
IoT device. This project focuses on hook-
ing the device up to two IoT dashboards to 
make it accessible via the internet. This 
tutorial covers two different kinds of IoT 
dashboards. Both are free for non-commer-
cial use.

An IoT Dashboard is a web-based soft-
ware program that displays information 
about IoT devices and enables you to con-
trol them. These can be run and viewed on 
many different computers such as smart-
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Adding An ioT dAshboArd
The first step is to set up an IoT Dash-
board using Pubnub and freeboard (see 
Figure 3).

PubNub is a free MQTT broker. It imple-
ments a publish/ subscribe system for real 
time data streams. You can expand its 
tools for more complex applications or 
products.

Freeboard.io is a free dashboard applica-
tion. It can build real-time, interactive 
dashboards and visualisations in minutes 
using the reasonably intuitive drag & drop 
interface. While not as pretty as the Initial 
State dashboard, it has an amazing 
amount of functionality under the hood 
and is open source. This means it supports 
community developed blocks and mod-
ules.

Json dATA PAyloAd
JSON [11] is an open standard format that 
uses human-readable text to transmit data 
objects consisting of attribute-value pairs. 
It is the primary data format used for asyn-
chronous browser/ server communication, 
largely replacing XML. XML is a “heavier” 
protocol that is also hierarchical in nature, 
but with a great deal more redundancy 
than JSON. The higher data density of 
JSON arguably makes it a better choice for 
IoT applications.

Listing 1 shows an example of the data 
packet used in the SunIOT code in JSON 
for the Sunlight data payload:

PubNub allows you to integrate scalable, 
real time data streams into applications. 
Using the publish/ subscribe paradigm, 
subscribers to a particular channel will re-
ceive any and all messages that are pub-
lished to it. It doesn’t matter if there is one 
subscriber or a million. A published mes-
sage will be delivered to all subscribers on 
the channel in less than 0.25 seconds.

seTTing uP An AccounT AT 
Pubnub
Set up a free account at pubnub.com, mak-
ing sure to take note of the password. Next 

01  {

02        SunIOT_Visible: 260,

03        SunIOT_IR: 257,

04        SunIOT_UVIndex: 0.020000

05  }

LISTING 1: SunIOT Data Packet

Figure 1: Completed SunIOT project and the Freeboard IoT Dashboard.

Figure 2: SunIOT dashboard block diagram.

Figure 3: PubNub New App screen.
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field and hit the CREATE NEW KEYSET + 
button (see Figure 4). Ignore the applica-
tion add-ons for this page. They are for 
more advanced usage.

sunioT sofTwAre
To start setting up the SunIOT software, go to 
GitHub and clone the SunIOT_PubHub repos-
itory.

$ git clone https://github.com/U
switchdoclabs/SunIOT_PubHub.git

Make sure to set up any additional libraries 
you need. Make sure to also install I2C. Fur-
ther help with this is available on Adafruit’s 
website [12].

$ sudo pip install U
setuptools ‑‑upgrade
$ sudo pip install apscheduler
$ sudo pip install pubnub

Open up the SunIOT_PubHub.py file and edit 
the following lines

@Li :# configuration Pubnub_Publish_Key 
= “pub-c-xxxxxx” Pubnub_Subscribe_Key 
= “sub-c-xxxxxx”

Placing the Publish Key and Subscribe Key 
you got from PubNub into the pub‑c‑xxxxxx  
and sub‑c‑xxxxxx configuration strings 
above.

The three sets of data you will publish will 
be :
• SunIOT_Visible
• SunIOT_IR
• SunIOT_UVIndex
These will be published to the MQTT chan-
nel SunIOT_Sunlight, as shown in Listing 2.

Note that the myMessage JSON message 
above is a Python dictionary message, not 
a string. PubNub changed this in their re-
cent upgrade to the 4.0 SDK. If you are 
using earlier examples, the string JSON 

set up the MQTT info to connect up 
SunIOT.

1. Create a new App by clicking on “NEW APP 
+”. Type in SunIOT in the “enter a new app” field 
and hit the “CREATE NEW APP +” button. You 
should see the screen shown in Figure 3.

2. Click on the SunIOT App page. Enter 
SunIOT in the Enter a New Keyset Name 

01  def publish_callback(result, status):

02          print „status.is_error“, status.is_error()

03          print „status.original_response“, status.original_response

04          pass

05          # handle publish result, status always present, result if 
successful

06          # status.isError to see if error happened

07  

08  def publishToPubNub():

09          vis = sensor.readVisible()

10          IR = sensor.readIR()

11          UV = sensor.readUV()

12          uvIndex = UV / 100.0

13          print(‚Publishing Data to PubNub time: %s‘ % datetime.now())

14          print ‚         Vis: ‚ + str(vis)

15          print ‚         IR: ‚ + str(IR)

16          print ‚         UV Index: ‚ + str(uvIndex)

17  

18          myMessage = { „SunIOT_Visible“: vis, „SunIOT_IR“: IR, „SunIOT_
UVIndex“: uvIndex }

19          pubnub.publish().channel(‚SunIOT_Sunlight‘).message(myMessage).
async(publish_callback)

20  

21          blinkLED(3,0.200)

22          returnValue = []

23          returnValue.append(vis)

24          returnValue.append(IR)

25          returnValue.append(uvIndex)

26          return returnValue

LISTING 2: SunIOT_PubHub.py

01  Publishing Data to PubHub time: 
2016‑11‑05 20:18:50.614003

02                  Vis: 261

03                  IR: 253

04                  UV Index: 0.02

05  [1, u‘Sent‘, u‘14784023306510771‘]

06  Publishing Data to PubHub time: 
2016‑11‑05 20:18:52.613497

07                  Vis: 261

08                  IR: 254

09                  UV Index: 0.02

10  [1, u‘Sent‘, u‘14784023326454960‘]

LISTING 3: PubHub Output

Figure 4: PubNub SunIOT app screen.
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(called a serialized JSON message) will 
not work.

Now start your program by running.

$ sudo python SunIOT_PubHub.py

If you get the error:

„ImportError: No module named U
Adafruit_PureIO.smbus“

Try the following:

$ git clone https://github.com/U
adafruit/Adafruit_Python_PureIO.git
$ cd Adafruit_Python_PureIO
$ sudo python setup.py install

If everything is hooked up right with Pub-
Hub, you should see something like what is 
shown in Listing 3.

The SunIOT_PubNub software comes con-
figured to send data every 2 seconds. If you 
don’t want to blow through your free data 
limit quickly, change that to every 10 seconds 
in the apscheduler call in SunIOT_PubNub.py 
file:

# add the Update to PubNub
scheduler.add_job(publishToPubNub,U
‚interval‘, seconds=10)

If you want to subscribe to your own data 
from PubNub, open another terminal win-
dow on the Pi, configure listen.py with the 
same keys above and start listen.py.

$ sudo python listen.py

freeboArd
Now you have all the data that you want 
being published to the PubNub MQTT bro-
ker, it is time to set up a free account at 
freeboard.io. Go to My Freeboards and cre-
ate a new Freeboard called SunIOT. Click 
on the name (i.e. SunIOT) to begin build-
ing the IoT dashboard.

The JSON for this dashboard is shown in 
Listing 4 and included in the GitHub re-
pository. Being able to import dashboards 
is critical to being able to distribute kits 
and repositories for projects like this. 
Build your own dashboard from the fol-
lowing tutorial or copy and paste the fol-
lowing JSON into a file called dashboard.
json and import it from the Freeboard site. 
Edit this file or change your subscribe key 
in the datasource. Change the „subscribe_

key“:“sub‑c‑XXXX“, to the value of your 
own project.

Next, click Add under DATASOURCES. In 
this case, the datasource is the PubHub 
MQTT broker. Fill out the form, using your 
subscribe key from PubNub.

01  {„version“:1,

02  „allow_edit“:true,

03  „plugins“:[„/plugins/all“],

04  „panes“:[

05      {

06      „width“:1,

07      „row“:{„3“:1,“4“:1,“5“:1},

08      „col“:{„3“:1,“4“:2,“5“:2},

09      „col_width“:1,

10      „widgets“:[

11          {

12          „type“:“gauge_widget“,

13          „settings“:

14              {

15              „title“:“Visible“,

16              
„value“:“datasources[\“SunIOT\“]
[\“SunIOT_Visible\“]“,

17              „min_value“:0,

18              „max_value“:“1000“

19              }

20          }]

21      },

22      {

23      „width“:1,

24      „row“:{„3“:1,“4“:1,“5“:1},

25      „col“:{„3“:2,“4“:3,“5“:3},

26      „col_width“:1,

27      „widgets“:[

28          {

29          „type“:“gauge_widget“,

30          „settings“:

31              {

32              „title“:“InfraRed“,

33              
„value“:“datasources[\“SunIOT\“]
[\“SunIOT_IR\“]“,

34              „min_value“:0,

35              „max_value“:“6000“

36              }

37          }]

38      },

39      {

40      „width“:1,

41      „row“:{„3“:1,“4“:1,“5“:1},

42      „col“:{„3“:3,“4“:4,“5“:4},

43      „col_width“:1,

44      „widgets“:[

45          {

46          „type“:“gauge_widget“,

47          „settings“:

48              {

49              „title“:“UV Index“,

50              
„value“:“datasources[\“SunIOT\“]
[\“SunIOT_UVIndex\“]“,

51              „min_value“:0,“max_
value“:“10“

52              }

53          }]

54      },

55      {

56      „width“:1,

57      „row“:{„3“:9,“4“:9,“5“:9},

58      „col“:{„3“:2,“4“:3,“5“:3},

59      „col_width“:1,“widgets“:[

60          {

61          „type“:“sparkline_widget“,

62          „settings“:

63              {

64              „value“:[„datasources
[\“SunIOT\“][\“SunIOT_Visible\“]“]

65              }

66          }]

67      },

68      {

69      „width“:1,

70      „row“:{„4“:1},

71      „col“:{„4“:1},

72      „col_width“:1,

73      „widgets“:[]

74      }],

75      „datasources“:[

76          {

77          „name“:“SunIOT“,

78          „type“:“pluginXXXX“,

79          „settings“:

80              {

81              „subscribe_
key“:“sub‑c‑XXXX“,

82              „channel“:“SunIOT_
Sunlight“

83              }

84          }],

85      „columns“:5

86  }

LISTING 4: dashboard.json
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Note, however, that this software has no 
computer security features beyond the secret 
publish and subscribe keys. This is a serious 
concern for IoT devices. More information as 
well as some best practices is available on-
line [13].

You can download the code for this article 
from [14]. l l l

After completing the form, click add Pane, 
and then click the + in the new pane. Select 
Gauge. Fill out the form, as follows:
• Type: PubNub
• Name: SunIOT
• Subscribe Key: Your subcription key
• Channel: SunIOT_Sunlight
Repeat these steps for both of the other 
SunIOT data types (SunIOT_IR, SunIOT_UVIn‑
dex). There are many other types of widgets 
to experiment with.

Congratulations! You now have your IoT de-
vice hooked up to an Internet dashboard. The 
link can be shared with anyone. Private pages 
are available through inexpensive paid plans.

furTher sTePs
You can expand this project by building some 
more complex IoT devices with more sensors. 
You can also add some actuators (such as mo-
tors and fans). Feel free to add some controls 
on your IoT page to activate your actuators.
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Figure 5: SunIOT ready for the IoT 

dashboard. Figure 6: Creating a new Freeboard at freeboard.io.

Figure 7: The Complete IoT Dashboard Connected to SunIOT.
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